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ABSTRACT 

Live -in-relationship in India is on rising trend especially in urban areas while Marriage has its traditional 

bond. The cohabitation is prevalent since ancient times and the Institution of Marriage passed through various 

stages as society evolves and strengthen its position in India. The Institution of marriage evolved and passed 

through various stages in human history. The Marriage is sacred and sacramental in India. Rising rates of 

divorces and changing attitudes of young generation, their freedom of choice, employment opportunities and 

digital connectivity prompting to live-in-relationship. However, the family bondage and support and social 

acceptance have their strong role in keeping the Indian marriage intact besides the cohabitation of unmarried 

couple in India is on rise. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As Western ideas are very much influencing the Indian society, itis also changing its lifestyles and patterns, 

while the oriental sense is still strong, and its tradition and custom bondage is not vitiated.  But the culture is 

intermingling with Western style and fashion, one of such emergence is live in relationship. Anthropologically, 

to understand any social concept, one should have to evaluate it from its base, significance, and progress 

towards its present stage. So, for any concept we should evaluate its history, prominence, and substance before 

making a judgment on it. Redcliffe-Brown evaluated the function of culture in terms of its contribution it 

makes, through its institutions, to the survival of society. Malinowski, the British Anthropologist made 

extensive use of concept of culture. Both Redcliffe-Brown and Malinowski take the instrumental view of 

culture, and man in the society as the end aim for which this instrument is designed. About old social 

institutions, if anthropologist views are not considered, the concept of social importance deviates its originality 

and come to wrong conclusion. Unfortunately, in India the importance of applied and social anthropology is 

quite ignored while evaluating the prominence of various social institutions, and culture. If we wish to analyze 

the live-in-relationship in its present context, we need to first look into the institution of Family and Marriage 
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and Cohabitation and their social history and evolution. To investigate the live –in- relationship whether it is a 

new concept, we need to go beyond present time and look into human society’s origin worldwide and 

specifically Indian subcontinent. Lewis Morgan held that due to free sex relations and ignorance of the role of 

paternity, fathers were unimportant, and mothers –sibs were the earliest groupings, He is of the opinion that the 

family was unknown among the simplest and rudest peoples. The only form of groupings existent being sibs. 

Morgan listed five different and successive family types each being associated with corresponding and 

distinctive type of marriage. (p,63 D,N. Majumdar and T.N. Madan 1980). 

Briffault with the inspiration of Morganian theory roots the institution of family based on the mother right and 

is the supreme authority. According to him the patriarchal and monogamian families are emerged as later in 

point of time and development. 

In the conclusion, it is apparent that the family must have been always existent, coeval with human culture. 

Tapi Dharma Rao categorically explained in his book,” PelliDhani Puttu Purvotharalu’’ the history of human 

culture in which how they were free to select the mate and cohabitate to fulfill the sexual urge . The 

procreation is part of its nature out of the fulfillment of sexual urge. Over a period and development, the human 

culture evolved to the present state. However, he is of the opinion many of our references in the marriage are 

either renamed or fabricated in the disguise of Dharma and he is of the opinion many educated, and historians 

are not expressive the successive truth of human culture in India. He regarded cohabitation has no relationship 

with marriage in ancient times. Until this is strongly accepted and the freedom to believe it, the base of 

marriage is not strong. As marriage is altogether a different framework which associated with the social 

relationship and token of its acceptance. 

Sociologically speaking, all the societies were passing through the stage of live in relationship before it 

progressed towards the institution of marriage. In Western and African societies, the live in relationship is 

quite common and continued for longer period. In African societies, many of tribes practicing bride price and 

the groom is required to pay the price to the parents of the girl before it is allowed to celebrate the marriage as 

per their custom. The social set up in Africa is more on tribal custom and tradition and still highly regarded and 

respectful in their respective communities.  However post-colonial, many youngsters practicing the Live in 

relationship since many of the grooms are low-income groups they prefer to live in relationship and in many 

cases they have the children before they tie the knot due to their inability to pay the bride price. This is socially 

different in Western and American society. It is not more on economic basis instead the couple preferences are 

mainly to understand each other, good employment opportunities and waiting longer period to conceive the 

children and parenthood giving such freedom of choices to their grown-up children and allow the live in 

relationship of their choice, socially accepted and legal leverage and thus it is common practice in Western 

societies beside the institution of marriage has its role in their respective societies. We cannot ignore the role of 

marriage and its sociological influence and as the human society preferences are monogamy and legal 

implications in the event of separation. It might not be as sacrament like in India, still the marriage has its 
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impact on the societies since the ages and it became an institution. However, in Western societies the marriage 

institution is undergoing lot of changes and the live in relationship has preferential role over the years. 

 

Live in relationship is a cohabitation of two individuals specifically man and woman under a roof without 

marriage for a period(may be for a longer period). It denotes that they are in relationship as wife and husband 

without marriage; Besides being the wife and husband concepts are very ceremonious and sacred in India. 

Live in relationship is a phenomenon that is being seen and the graph keep rising in Indian society in the recent 

past. . There is no much data available to enumerate how many people are in live in relationship in India. 

According to some study 80 % of youth between 22-30 years of age are in support of live in relationship while 

only half percent are actually live in relationship. So, the gap is creating a major conflict of interest as Indian 

society still strong in institution of marriage. 

 

RELATED STUDIES: 

Cohabitation is defined as an intimate sexual union between two unmarried partners who share the same living 

quarter for a sustain period(Bacharach et.al 2000)  

Beyond documenting trends in cohabitation’, much of research focuses on the meaning of cohabitation ( e.g. 

whether it is a prelude or alternative to marriage) how cohabitation affects union formation and dissolution, 

and how it affects children and child bearing( Hatch,1995; Smock,2000) 

Relationship quality has been the focus of numerous studies of which the majority conclude that married 

individuals are more satisfied with their relationship than cohabiters (Brown& Booth 1996; Brown 2003, 2004; 

Stanley et al, 2004) 

Cohabitors tend to be less traditional and more individualistic than their married counterparts (Music& 

Bumpass, 2006); 

There is a great sense of mobility in today’s generation, not only physically but also emotionally. There is 

always some else who could potentially fill their spouse’s shoes. This new generation has a greater sense of 

individual. If they are not happy, they have no problem in cutting their losses and trying again instead of 

wasting time. -(Shiv Viswanathan (2015) 

In his paper, Rajib Bhattacharya has concluded that cohabitation and live in relationship often tends to be a 

human rightist and individualistic approach. Despite being highly prevalent in majority of the Western 

countries, the reality with regard to the social fabric of India is drastically different. This can be comprehended 

from the fact that in India, marriage continues to be the institution. (Rajib Bhattacharya-Live in Relationship 

and its impact on Indian traditional society  A critical socio legal study (2016) 

In the case of Badri Prasad vs dy, Director of consolidation ,1978 the Supreme Court of India recognized the 

live in relationship and interpreted it as a valid marriage. The court gave a legal validity to the 50 years long 

live in relationship of a couple. 
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Sociology of Live in relationship 

Live in relationship is a voluntary arrangement whereby two adults mutually agree to live together under a roof 

for a period. It is an arrangement between a male and female living together to continue as husband and wife 

without the wedlock, where in they felt it would be easy and more accommodative to understand each other in 

their future life. Especially the couples feel that there are no typical responsibilities that are imposed in a 

marriage. It is more or less a social setting of the couple to live together and enjoy the life as life partners 

without the marriage. The question here is such relationship normally may not have social recognition and 

identity as the marriage couple enjoy. The marriage has a binding not only the couple but connecting two 

families and the relation so established has a social commitment between the couple and also the families. The 

societal affinity is more associated with a marriage than live in relation without marriage.  

Let us examine sociologically what differentiate to name the couple (male and female) relationship and its 

social and legal implications. Whenever the institution of marriage emerged the society identify and recognize 

the couple are bonded together to live in relation from the time, they knot the tie. Then they are recognized as 

wife and husband both socially and legally. But in live in relationship even the couple lives under the same 

roof, it would not be termed as husband and wife. Legally the apex court has granted such relationship the 

legal status, but Indian society at large including urban settings does not recognize their relationship as 

husband and wife. Conceptually we may call it but socially not.   

If you observe in some of the tribal societies, they announce a male youngster and female youngster as a 

couple the society accepts as wife and husband on that day onwards. A small feast arranges and left their 

choice to live together in separate hut (living place). This is a type of live in relationship. 

After emergence of employment opportunities for girls, and in the pursuit of growth they are not preferring 

immediate marriage. Further many of the boys and girls are becoming very cautious to select their life partner 

even though the love, emotion, and physical need are prompting. The main influencing factors paving the way 

for live in relationship among the youth in India are liberty they get due to education, employment, and social 

mobility 

The live in relationship is still not common and not acquired the majority acceptance besides being existed in 

society in the urban setting; Many couple hide this issue with their parents. It is one of the neglected areas in 

Indian society as there is no acceptance by the society at large. Most of the Indian marriages are arranged and 

no consent from the couple is normally obtained before marriage. This is one of the reasons for an alarming 

trend of separation or divorce in the recent years. That is also one of the contributing factors in increased live 

in relationship cases. It has a inherent bearing in the minds of young couple and feel it would be better to live 

together for some time and understand each other well and then decide about the marriage. This also facilitates 

a walk in and walk out as long as it suits them. One should recognize the mindset and psychology of their child 

when they grow to the youth and their choices especially in their future life partner. This is what mainly 

lacking in Indian society. However, The matrimony is a lifetime event that every parent and youth dreamt 
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about, it should also be given the respective priority. we cannot ignore it exclusively as it invites socio and 

economic consequences and impacting the cultural values. 

Legally the recent verdicts have validated live -in -relationship and the children rights for these couple during 

their live in relationship time. So even there is an issue regarding ancestral properties being reserved by the 

courts and the rest are resolved and it may not be the major issue, but critical issue is where they should live in 

the event of the parents separate. Both must undergo some pressure psychologically and how the child is taken 

care of especially in the case of mother, 

Economic issues also come in front of the parent in the event of their earnings or wealth they possess is not 

enough, We should also notice that the same is being taken place while parents are separated by divorce or 

mutual separation even after marriage, The childcare is some critical aspect both in the case of separation due 

to divorce or in Live in relationship. However, in the case of marriage either side of the parents come to rescue 

the children. That will be missed in the case of live in relationship as the parenthood in India is not ready to 

accept it. 

Unlike Western and African societies, the live in relationship is a social stigma in India and does not have the 

acceptance by its own neighborhood. The social neighborhood is not in a position to accept as equaling as a 

marriage and divorce there on. 

 

MARRIAGE IN INDIA 

Marriage should be defined only as a union between one man and one woman. (Monogamy) 

According to Duncan Mitchell marriage is ‘socially sanctioned sex relationship involving two or more people 

of the opposite sex whose relationship is expected to endure beyond the  time required for gestation and birth 

of children’. 

In Indian society the marriage is seen as   sacramental and hence the man and woman tied the knot to come 

into living together as husband and wife. However, if we peep into history the marriage is not as ritualistic as 

same in all societies even in India. Over a period, it acquires religious sanction and become parcel of the 

respective religion. Besides its economic purpose its social perspective is also different in India Marriage by its 

institutional framework, sanctions the cohabitation of couple and sanctifies it as a socio, religious acceptance, 

and its legal position. 

Basic value associated with Indian Marriages is union of family and family togetherness. Sharing the family 

goals while giving secondary focus to the personal goals. 

In India besides its sacred value, the marriage also shares various dimensions. The first dimension we should 

consider is mostly the economic exchange, while the others are their class and social statuses. If we observe, in 

Indian society we can say it is part of redistribution of wealth. Hence mainly the marriage is more an economic 

event in Indian society in modern times. Class differences are critically observable when alliances are taken 

place. The dowry system in India and the social, political and economic status are the ones to be considered by 
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the parents and families before acceptance of the marriage proposal and are the major indicators of economic 

and wealth redistribution.  

It also involves ethical sense and any relationship outside the marriage is treated as illicit by Indian society at 

large except in a few tribal societies. The clan endogamy in pre-historical times. Later when it turned exogamic 

the more or less the living relationships are also part of human life. Both polyandry and polygamy institutions 

co-existed, and later polygamy superseded the polyandry and then moving forward to monogamy.  

Marriage is an institution and universal.  Marriage in usual sense taking place between two people with 

opposite sex with each other. It is a token of acceptance by the society for a couple to live together with 

opposite sex. ( in general norm). Modern days the gay marriages and marriage between equal sex also taking 

place and attaining legal support for the same in some countries. However, in the present context it is said that 

marriage is between two persons with opposite sex. As stated above, the institution of marriage in India from 

very ancient times and regarded as a sacred bondage between a man and woman and tie up among the families 

of both sides. It is also regarded as sacrament to furtherance of the one’s family in rituals and continuity of life 

forever as long they live. It is regarded in India as a celebration of two lives(hearts) meet and admit two 

families and extension of relationship among the members of the extended families on both side. With 

marriage the new couple forms a family. It is a culture to perform this celebration with pomp and gaiety. 

Expected to be built a permanent bondage between families that are associated with the couple. 

Historically, it is one of the founding pillars of Indian society and also protecting the institution of family as 

sacred and forming part of protection of Indian tradition and culture. The couple with wed lock attains the 

social sanctity as per the custom and tradition based on the respective society, caste and religion and subject to 

various rights and responsibilities within the ambit of various acts that are pronounced by the state. It is an 

institution that extends its wings across all relations within the scope of their extended family and the society 

around. 

 

Let us examine a few types of marriages that the human society witnessed and propagated. The context of this 

explanation is to examine the sociological perspective of Indian society that conveniently adopted to suit  it 

needs and given the sanctity. To give a prehistory to the readers how the society turns out to be and its 

relevance to the present-day live-in relationship. As indicated above the marriage is also a live in relationship 

of a couple socially accepted. A few concepts that are sociologically interested to understand about the 

marriage, family, and their sub wings without which the explanation of sociological perception of Live-In –

Relationship of modern ages is not justifiable. Hence the author taken liberty to explain some conceptual forms 

and its historical evolution. 

Polyandry: Having more husbands by a woman. This is one of the ancient times existed and in some societies 

outside the Tibetan society also practiced even to date 
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 According to Starkweather and Hames, anthropologists have documented social systems for polyandrous 

unions “among foragers in wide variety of environments ranging from Arctic to the tropics and deserts. The 

authors conclude by recognizing half these groups are from hunter gatherers, may suspect that polyandry has a 

deep human history 

( wilkipedia-https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2013/02/when- 

Life mates taking-multiple-husbands-makes-sense/272726/) 

In India also there certain tribes observed the polyandry such as Toda, Khasa, Lepcha and Nairs. In the early 

times these tribes selecting the girls from their tribe and continue their live in relationship. 

Polygamy: Having more women by a man as wives. These are all again arranged or selected for cohabitation 

which history proven and socially. recognizedarrangement. ( In India the Bahagia, Bagatha ,Naga ,Ghond, 

Muttavan and Palian are the practitioners of this recognized system 

At some stage both are coexisted and practiced in the society in ancient  times. 

Monogamy or (Dampatya Vivaham) : One man marriage with one woman in the same time. As it evolved, it 

also consolidated its institutional strength and regarded more or less this marriage type all over the world  

Endogamy:  Endogamy is marriage or live in relationship of two people within their own clan, caste, and 

religion.  Most of Indian marriages are taken place within the same caste and religion. A notable part here is 

Gotra exogamic marriages. All castes are practicing caste endogamy considering Gotra exogamy. 

Exogamy: This is the marriage system out of their own caste or religion. Especially the arranged marriages are 

almost within their own caste in India. The exogamic marriages outside the framework of caste are limited in 

count. However, the phenomenon is changing, and caste exogamic marriages are in rising trend as the couple 

are expressing their choice of their partner, and love. Due to higher education especially for the girls, 

urbanization and employment which gives them the economic freedom that prompts to go for their choice. In 

India caste and religious exogamic marriages are outnumbered by endogamic marriages even to date.  

 

DATING, A PRE SCHOOL FOR LIVE IN RELATIONSHIP:  

Dating is become common among urban youth. In the absence of proper social research on rural India we 

might miss the real change that is being present among rural youth.  The phenomenon of Dating must be 

studied. Majority youth both in rural and urban are on mobile connectivity which showcasing the mindset of 

youngsters. They prefer dating and spending longer time with their counterpart. The digital gadgets provide all 

sorts of communication means to reduce their emotional distance and allowance to proceed with engaging 

fulfilling their interest. This is where mostly people more and more connecting and further proceed with Live-

In -Relationship. Hence it is necessary for research on Dating in India 
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CONCLUSION:  

With the offset of the post modern and especially in the digital society, the attitude towards cohabitation 

largely seen a drastic change. Our society has cycled from a stage where cohabitate isseen as a taboo and a sin 

for unmarried man and woman to inhabit a house to the time where in live in relationship are considered a 

better option than a divorced life. As the Indian society is more on tradition and custom bound and the social 

sanction to Live -in- relationship is still far from the reality and regarded by the society as an unstable from of 

relationship and bondage. However, to understand it correctly there is an underlying emotional factor. The 

Love is an emotion that brings the two people especially the young woman and man irrespective of their caste, 

race, color, or class. To explore it, the couples need to spend more time with each other and that may proceed 

with live in together before they prepare for their wedlock. At this stage when the marriage or live -in-relation 

comes into play 

Many psychologists believe that cohabitating couples are not committed to each other as married couples. The 

main issue is how the couple committed to each other to perpetuate their relationship and both are on the same 

page. Whereas in the case of Marriage there is family and social security, and families are in a position to 

resolve the differences if any arises. 

There are few issues associated with Indian marriages are: young age marriages especially for girls in the rural 

and semi urban areas, no freedom to select the partners, parental choice and economic interests, caste exogamic 

restrictions, dowry system and breakage of marriages and increased tendency of divorces. These issues are to 

be addressed by the society. Otherwise, the rise of Live-in-Relationship is going to be a reality in the Indian 

Society. The social fabric is being stressed with Live in Relation on one hand and increasing divorces and 

break ups are on the other hand. The peculiarity of Indian parenthood is preference of divorce over the live in 

relationship. To resolve these issues, give the freedom of choice to the younger generation, generosity in caste 

and religion exogamy, avoidance of early marriages, and open mindedness, allowance of choice and interests 

to the children while selecting their partner.  

Even the preference of young couple to Live-in-Relation, they need to subsequently set to tie the knot. In fact, 

it is an arrangement between themselves to know how much they are compatible to continue in future and then 

proceed to wedlock is the main essence that has to be socially recognized.  

Research suggests that married couple have better commitment, better physical and mental health. The married 

couple are less stressed out and less likely to fall under depression over the couple are live-in-relationship. 

As the marriage in one of strongest institutions to maintain the human relation and affinity, perpetuating the 

bondage beyond the sexual urge and procreation, keep the institution of family intact the marital relation is the 

strong pillar for the society. Marriage is not only to consider an individual necessity and but also to upkeep the 

culture of the society. 
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